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Abstract. M. Marshall introduced the notion of quaternionic structure and he showed that 
the categories of Witt rings and quaternionic structures are naturally équivalent. Quaterni
onic structures turn out to bea useful tool for the investigation of Witt rings, sińce it suffices 
to handle the structure of a group. In our paper we shall describe precisely the one-to-one 
correspondence between automorphisms of quaternionic structures and strong the automor- 
phisms of Witt rings.

Introduction

The notion of a Witt ring originated in 1937 with a paper [1] by E. Witt, then 
developed slowly until the 1960s, and then rapidly progressed as a conséquence of 
a séries of significant papers [2-4] by A. Pfister. Nowadays, the theory of Witt 
rings is an important part of bilinear algebra. An intelligible introduction to that 
field of algebra can be found for example in [5, 6]. In this paper we deal with the 
abstract Witt rings introduced in 1970s as an axiomatic treatment of the subject 
holding the most of original results of the theory. A comprehensive study of that 
theory can be found in the book by M. Marshall [7]. Together with abstract Witt 
rings, Marshall introduced the notion of quaternionic structures and showed that 
the categories of Witt rings and quaternionic structures are naturally équivalent. 
This fact enables one to investigate a rather more simple structure of a group 
instead the structure of a ring. In our paper we shall describe precisely the one-to- 
one correspondence between Witt rings and quaternionic structures in a special 
case: the correspondence between the automorphisms of quaternionic structures 
and strong automorphisms of Witt rings. The resuit theorem (Theorem 2.1) allows 
us to describe the groups of automorphisms of quaternionic structures instead the 
groups of strong automorphisms of suitable abstract Witt rings. We shall present 
the application of this method in the last section.

For the convenience of the reader, we recall some facts frorn [7].
Let G be a group of exponent 2, i.e. a2 =1 for ail ne G with distinguished 

element - le G and let us dénoté - a := -1 • a. Let Q be the set with distinguished 
element é?and let g : GxG —> <2 be a surjective map.
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Definition 1.1. The triplet (G.Q.q) is called a quatemionic structure if for every 
a,b,c,d& G map q fulfills:
öi: q(a,b) = q(b,a)
Q2: q(a,—a)=0
q3- q(a,b) = q(a,c)<=> q(a,bc) = 0
g4: If q(a,b) = q(c,d), then it exists such xeG that q(a,b) = q(a,x) and 
q(c,d)= q(c,x)

Remark 1.2. Directly from the above définition we get the following conséquences: 
1- q(a,l)=0 (since q(a,l) = q(flX), so by axiom Q3, q(a,l2j = q(a,l) = 0).

2. q(a.a)-q{a.-\) (as above it follows from <7(0.(-!)<:/)= q(a,-a) = 0).
3. q(a— ab)= q(a,b) (since q(a,—ab2} = q(a — a) = 0 ).

Let (G, Q,q) be an arbitrary quatemionic structure. (Quadralic) form of dimen
sion n > 1 over G is an //-tupie f = [ar,¥^ ,an), where 07,K ,an e G. The form of di
mension 2 is called a binary form. Form (1,-1) is called the binary hyperbolic form. 
The sum and product of forms f - (apK ,alt) and g = (Ą,K ,bm) are defined as 
follows:
f&g= k,K ,an) ©(/.K AK ,an,\,K ,bm)
f®g = (ßpK ,a„) ® (Ą,K ,bm) = (ajĄ.K .a^.K ,a„Ą,K ■«,/©)■
Two forms of dimension n are called équivalent (or isométrie) if:
(1) n = l, (a)= (b) <=> a = b
(2) n = 2, (q,b)= (c,d) <=> ab - cd and q(a,b)= q(c,d)
(3) m>2; (apK ,a„) = (Ą,K ,&„)<=> there exist a,b,c3K ,cn e G such that

(a2,K ,an) = (a,c3,K ,cn), (0^0)=^,b) and 
(b2,K,bn) = (b,c3,K,cn)_

Form (l.aJOA ®(l,a„), where al,K ,ane G, n>0 is called n-fold Pfister 
form. We say that form f represents element ne G if there exist c/2.K ,anE. G 
such that f — (a,a2,K ,an)_ \\/e dénoté the set of ail éléments represented by form/ 
(.value set of the form f) by D(f). We hâve f = g D(f)= D(g). M. Marshall 
showed that b e D(l,-n) <=> q(a,b) - 0.

For / to be a form over G and n > 0, we dénoté by n X f to be the form 
/ ®A ® f (n terms). Two forms/and g are called similar (or Witt équivalent), 
denoted by f ~ g, if there exist numbers k,l e N, such that /©&x(l,—1) = 
g ©Zx(l-1). The similarity dass of the form / - (apK ,an) will be denoted by 
(/} = (ai,K,a,J.
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Let (G.Q.q) be a quaternionic structure and let IV be the set ail équivalence 
classes of forms with respect to the similarity relation. Thus the sum and product 
of forms induce binary operations on the similarity classes of forms. In this way 
we get a commutative ring with W = W(G, Q, q), which we will cali the Witt ring 
associated to quaternionic structure (G,Q,q). The zero element in W(G.Q.q)ri 
dass of hyperbolic forms and the unit dement is dass (1}. Group G génér
âtes W(G.Q.q) additively and all axioms of the abstract Witt ring defined by 
Marshall in [7] are fulfilled. M. Marshall proved that the categories of Witt rings 
and quaternionic structures are naturally équivalent (cf. [7, Theorem 4.5, Chap- 
ter 4]).

In this paper we shall investigate the automorphisms of Witt rings and quater
nionic structures.

Definition 1.3. A map <7 is called an automorphism of quaternionic structure 
(G,Q,q), which we denote <re Aut(G,Q,q), if for all a,b^G it fulfills 

the following conditions:
1- ö-(-l)=-l,
2. q(a,b) = 6 <=> q(<7(a),<j(b))= 0.

One can show (cf. [7]) that the second requirement is équivalent to the following: 
q(a,b)= q(c,d)<^> q(cr(a),(r(b)) = q((7(c),cr(d)).

Lemma 1.4. Let (G, Q, q) be a quaternionic structure and let <7: G —>G be an 
automorphism of group G. Then <7 is an automorphism of quaternionic structure 
(G,Q,q) iff the following conditions hold:
1. Cr(-1) = -1,
2. tf(D(l, n)) = D(l, <7(a)) ap aeG

Proof. It follows from the fact that he D(l,-n) iff q(a.b) = 0 for all afb& G .

Definition 1.5. Let Wbea Witt ring. We say that #ňs a (strong) automorphism of 
Witt ring W if (p(G) = G .

One can notice that we consider only such automorphisms of ring W, which 
préserves the dimension of forms (or automorphisms mapping one-dimensional 
forms to one-dimensional forms).

1. Main theorem

Theorem 2.1. Let (G,Q,q) be a quaternionic structure and W = W(G,Q,q) 
associated Witt ring. Then:
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1. Every automorphism crof (G,Q,q) induces a unique strong automorphism <pof 
Witt ring W(G,Q,q), such that <y(a) = (p(a) for all aeG.
2. Aut(G, Q, q) = Aut(W).

Proof. 1. Let W be the set of ail similarity classes of forms over G. For 
<7E Aut(G,Q,q) we define map p:W—>W as follows:

<Z>((ai,K ,a„)):=

We shall prove that </9is a group isomorphism between Aut (W) and Aut(G,Q,q).

First notice that cp is well-defined. Induction on n. Assume that 
(apK ,an)= (Ą,K ,bn). For n-1 we hâve ) = (Ą)= Ą, hence 
ct(û!i ) - ćt(Ą ) Let n = 2. Then by the définition of the équivalence of forms we 
hâve {al,a2)^(bl,b2)^ala2—blb2 and q(a1,a2)= g(Ą,&2) It follows that 
(7(0^2)= cr^bf)^ and then ^(cr^^cr^))^ qMf ),cr(b2)). Next, using the proper- 
ties of <7 we get cr(ûi )cr(a2 ) = cr(Ą )cr(h2 ), hence (cr^ ), cr(n2 )) s (afa ), cr(b2 )).

Assume that the hypothesis holds for n-1. Using équivalence (apK ,an}= 
(Ą,K ,bn} it follows that there exist such a,&,c3,K ,cn e G , that {ava)= (b^b), 

(a2,K ,an)= (a,c3,K ,c„) and (h2,K ,&„) = (h,c3,K ,clt). Next by the above proof 
for n = 2 we hâve (cr(a1),cr(a))s (cf(ą),ct(/?)). Using induction we obtain 
(a(a2),K ,<r(a„)) = (rr(a),cr(c3),K ,cr(c„)) and

(<t(&2 ),K , cr(bn )) = cr(c3 ),K , cr(cn )).

Using again the équivalence of forms we get (cr^^K . <7(i/„)) = (<t(ą),K ,cr(hn)), 
which means that the map is well-defined on équivalent forms.

No w notice that the image of hyperbolic form is a hyperbolic form. In fact, we 
hâve p((l,-l,K ,1,-1))= (( cr(l ), cr(-1),K ,ít(1),o-(-1))) = (1,-1,K ,1,-1).

Let («pK ,a„) = (Ą,K ,&m). Then using the définition of similarity of forms we 
can assume, that f = (apK ,an, 1,-1,K ,1,-1), g = (Ą,K ,hm,l,-l,K ,1,-1) and 
f = g-

Then <Ąf))= ,an,l,-l,K ,1,-1))= (ct^JK , (?(an ),1,-1,K ,1,-1) and 
p((g))= ^((Ą,K ,h,„,l,-l,K ,1,-1))= (a(Ą),K ,^J,1,-1,K ,1,-1),

hence by the fact that tp is well-defined on the équivalence classes of forms and on 
the similarity classes of hyperbolic forms we get ^((/))= ^((g))
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Let f = (flpK ,an) and g = (b^K ,bm). We hâve

,a,„Ą,K ,£,„))=

= (o-fo),K , o-(a„ ), o-(Ą),K , a(bm )} = ),K , a(an )) ® {afa ),K , <Ąbm )) =
= ,n,j)® p((Ą,K ,bm))= <p({f))® <Ąg)) and

,an^®(b^ ,bm))= Rafají ,anb^ ,anbm))= 

= {cr(a1b1 ),K , a(aibm ),K , ff(anbY ),K , <j(anbm =

= (crfo)cr(Ą),K ,cr(fll)e>(bm),K ,a(an),K ,a(an)a(bm)) =

= {ata^K ,a(qj) ® (ct(ą),K ,a(bj) = <p((f))®<p({g)\

therefore </>is a ring homomorphism.
We define map by ^((apK ,a„}):= ,CT-1(a„)y

Then
,a„))= ,cr(n J)= ^(rr^K ,o--1(o-(aj)) =

= (apK ,a„), hence <p is a bijection, which means it is a ring automorphism. 
Moreover from the définition of tp it foliows, that <p(fj)=G, thus (p is a strong 
automorphism of Witt ring W.
2. Define map <î> : Aut(G, Q, q)—> Aut(W) like this: <b{<j)=<pa, where 

,an))-= (<r(fli),K ,a-(a„)), for every cre Aut(G,Q,q).

Let G-P- Aut(G,Q,q) _ we shall show that C>(<7op) = C>(o’)oC>(/j).
In fact, we hâve
^O^((apK ,an}} = pJwp({a^ ,an)^=

= (o-G^aJ^K ,o-(p(a„))) = ((tTO/tXajK ,(crop)(aj) = (pmp(^JA ,an}\ 

thus O is a group homomorphism.
Let ç?be an automorphism of Witt ring W(G,Q,q), i.e. ç?(g)= G and let erbe 

the restriction of (p to group G. We shall show that a is an automorphism of 
quaternionic structure, i.e. q(a,b)= 0 <=> g(cr(a),cr(h))= 6 for ail a,beG. 
Notice, that 6 = q(a,b)= q(l,ab) (see Remark 1.2), hence by the définition of the 
équivalence of binary forms we get {a,b}= [ï,ab). Since çtis an automorphism of 
a Witt ring, thus (p(^a,b^ = q)[(l,ab^. We hâve

Ąa,b})= (p((a))® Ąb))={cy(a))®{cT(b))

and (p(^,ab^ = g)((ab^=(l^ ©^er(aè)^ - (l,a(ab^
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Therefore forms (cr(n ),<?(/?)) and (l,cr(a/>)) are équivalent and consequently 
q(<y{a\ cr(h)) - q(l, cr(ab)) - 6 ■

Finally routine calculation shows, that kerO = \idAut(G Q J, which means that 

O is a bijection.a

2. Application

The best examples are often the simplest ones. We shall present some applica
tions of our theorem in simple cases.
1. Let us consider the smallest Witt ring W = Z/2Z. Then group G is trivial, so 

identity is the only automorphism.
2. There are 3 non-isomorphic Witt rings with the two-element group G, námely 

Wi s Z, W2 s ZKL and W3 = 7JTL [C2]. By the définition of the automorphism 
of quaternionic structure it follows that Aut(GGQGq^ = \ïdG.} for ail W-„ 
1 < i < 3 .

3. Let Wi = ZJĄZ [C2] and W2 = Z/2Z[C4], so-called Witt rings of the local type.
The quaternionic structures associated to Witt rings W\, z ~ are triplets 
(G,, Qi ,qj\ where G, - {1,-1, x,-x} (-1^1 in Gi), G2 = {1, x, y, xy} ( -1 = 1 in G2) 
and |g,.| = 2, say Q. - {1, and maps <7, are defined as follows:

qi 1 -1 X —x
1 9 9 9 9

-1 9 9 z z
X 9 z z 9

—x 9 z 9 z

q2 1 X y xy
1 9 9 9 9
X 9 9 z z
y 9 z 9 z

xy 9 z z 9

One can calculate that Aut(G1,Q1,q1') = {idG,cr}, where G is such an automor
phism of (Gpgp^) that cr(x) = -x and Aut(G2,Q2,q2~)= Aut(G)-

More examples of groups of automorphisms of Witt rings described with the 
use of their one-to-one correspondence to groups of automorphisms of quaterni
onic structures can be found in [8], [9] and [10].
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